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Zenz high quality make-up brushes provide a professional and long lasting result. The bristles are made of
real or synthetic hair and with the proper care, they keep shape for many years. In our experience, natural
bristles work best with powder products and synthetic bristles work best with liquid products.
Zenz kabuki brush retractable
Bristle made of very soft goat hair. An indispensable powder brush that makes it easy to distribute mineral
powder in bulk form. The brush blends the powder easily into the skin and provides a covering but natural
look. The brush has a practical and hygienic lid, so you can carry it in your handbag, for example.
Zenz flat powder brush
Bristle made of very soft goat hair. With flat top that provides maximum control over the loose powder.
Blends the powder easily into the skin and provides a covering but natural look.
For best result with Zenz mineral foundation, bronzer and blush, we recommend to use either Zenz kabuki
or flat powder brush. Shake some powder into the lid and rund the brush around in it. Then tap the brush
lightly on the jar rim so the minerals are distributed evenly on the brush. Apply the minerals to the skin
using light circular movements. Let it sit for a short moment until it is completely absorbed in order to
achieve a natural beautiful complexion. Repeat until the desired coverage is achieved. If you want a lighter
coverage in your foundation, apply a smaller amount of powder.
Zenz double brush
Both bristles are made of real soft top quality sabel hair. The brush tip is particularly suited for application
of eyeshadow or eyeliner, where precision is required. Use the wide flat brush to put a light eyeshadow all
over the lid or to fade eyeliner or transitions between multiple eyeshadow colours.
Zenz angled brush
Bristle made of top quality synthetic hair. Perfect as eyeliner or when drawing eyebrows or thin shadow
lines.
TIP
1. It is important to be hygienic with your make-up tools. When using the brushes on a daily basis, we
recommend washing them approx. once a week. All brushes can be washed with warm water and mild
eco-labelled soap or shampoo. For example Zenz Organic Hair Shampoo Pure no. 01 (fragrance free).
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